
December 6, 2021 

News and Notes 

Before we look some more at the Proterozoic, this time the Neoproterozoic, let's look at some 

news that I thought were interesting. 

Volcanoes 

 Mt. Semeru, Java: Indonesia volcano erupts again as death toll rises to 22. 

 La Palma volcano, live updates today: eruption, tsunami warning and latest news | Canary 

Islands; related Twitter post.  

 An earth shattering kaboom: Major explosive event at Sangay volcano, ash to possibly 

15.2 km (50 000 feet) a.s.l., Ecuador, more on the Sangay volcano here. 

 Island turns into open-air lab for tech-savvy volcanologists. 

 Worldwide volcano updates. 

Earthquakes 

 New type of earthquake discovered; earthquakes that have been triggered by hydraulic 

fracturing; original paper here. 

 M 7.5 - 42 km NNW of Barranca, Peru. 

 New data will help predict shaking experienced in earthquakes. 

 Latest earthquake news, United States Geological Survey. 

Various Research 

 December publications in Geology, journal of the Geological Society of America. 

 EurekAlert: New Geology articles published online. 

 Crystal Clues: Earth’s Early Magma Oceans Detected in 3.7 Billion Year-Old Greenland 

Rocks.  

 When variations in Earth's orbit drive biological evolution. 

 Exploring carbon storage deep beneath the seabed. 

 MinecraftTM and AI research: SEIHAI: The hierarchical AI that won the NeurIPS-2020 

MineRL competition. 

Out of This World 

 China’s Mars rover has amassed reams of novel geological data. 

 Planetary Scientists Discover That Water Was Once Present in Arabia Terra on Mars. 

 Life on Mars – Or False Fossils? 

 Astronomers find a new planet that's mostly made of iron. 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/poor-weather-hampers-search-rescue-efforts-indonesia-volcano-2021-12-06/
https://en.as.com/en/2021/12/06/latest_news/1638785603_431480.html
https://en.as.com/en/2021/12/06/latest_news/1638785603_431480.html
https://twitter.com/ElTimeLaPalma/status/1467766290152632321
https://watchers.news/2021/12/02/sangay-volcano-eruption-ecuador-december-2-2021/
https://watchers.news/2021/12/02/sangay-volcano-eruption-ecuador-december-2-2021/
https://www.volcanodiscovery.com/sangay.html#quakeTable
https://apnews.com/article/science-technology-business-africa-europe-8ff1918a898e8e0f32759b367ad58103
https://www.volcanodiscovery.com/volcano/news.html
https://phys.org/news/2021-12-earthquake.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-26961-x
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us7000fxq2/executive
https://phys.org/news/2021-12-experienced-earthquakes.html
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/?extent=16.13026,-140.97656&extent=55.42901,-49.04297
https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/geology
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/936571
https://scitechdaily.com/crystal-clues-earths-early-magma-oceans-detected-in-3-7-billion-year-old-greenland-rocks/
https://scitechdaily.com/crystal-clues-earths-early-magma-oceans-detected-in-3-7-billion-year-old-greenland-rocks/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/12/211201111932.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/12/211202141517.htm
https://techxplore.com/news/2021-12-seihai-hierarchical-ai-won-neurips-.html
https://techxplore.com/news/2021-12-seihai-hierarchical-ai-won-neurips-.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-03554-8
https://scitechdaily.com/planetary-scientists-discover-that-water-was-once-present-in-arabia-terra-on-mars/
https://scitechdaily.com/life-on-mars-or-false-fossils/
https://www.npr.org/2021/12/02/1060612038/astronomers-find-a-new-planet-thats-mostly-made-of-iron


Energy  

 U.S Energy Information Administration (USIA): report on Saudi Arabia. 

 Also from the USIA: In 2020, the value of energy trade between the United States and 

Canada declined. 

 Podcast: Why the world needs fossil fuels. 

Mining 

 Chinchillas throw wrench in Gold Fields’ Chile mine expansion plan; turn them into fur 

coats? 

 Visit to a rare earth mine, YouTube. 

 EV industry must work closer with lithium suppliers, executives say. 

Helium 

 Press release: Government of Saskatchewan Launches Helium Action Plan. 

Paleontology 

 Fossil Hotbed Uncovered in Missouri Confirms New Species of Duck-Billed Dinosaur. 
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Figure 1 – Proterozoic Timeline 

Credit: Modified from original by Julisa Cummins,  

Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication 

https://www.eia.gov/international/analysis/country/SAU
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=50536
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=50536
https://www.spiked-online.com/podcast-episode/why-the-world-needs-fossil-fuels/
https://www.mining.com/web/chinchillas-throw-wrench-in-gold-fields-chile-mine-expansion-plan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut5jkGKAxTs&t=81s
https://www.mining.com/web/ev-industry-must-work-closer-with-lithium-suppliers-executives-say/
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/news-and-media/2021/november/15/government-of-saskatchewan-launches-helium-action-plan
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/fossil-hot-bed-uncovered-in-missouri-confirms-new-species-of-dinosaur-180979151/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PreCambrian_Era_Geological_Timeline.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en


Continuing on with our examination of the Proterozoic Eon, we'll continue onto Neoproterozoic 

Eon, the last Era of that Eon.  The Neoproterozoic Eon is divided into three Periods: 

the Tonian, Cryogenian, and Ediacaran Periods.  Let's look at them. 

Tonian Period 

 
Figure 2 - Supercontinent Rodinia  

Credit: John Goodge, public domain 

 

The Tonian Period, 1000 million years ago (Mya) to around 720 Mya is marked by the creation of 

tectonic rifts that eventually lead to the breakup of the Supercontinent Rodinia.  The Period also 

saw the end of the Boring Billion.   

In the fossil record, the beginning of the Tonian is marked by a sharp drop in the occurrence of 

Stromatolite fossils and the radiation of acritarchs fossils.  Also, the first sponge like fossils, 

Otavia antiqua, date from the Tonian Period. 

 
Figure 3 - Wilson Cycle 

Credit: Hannes Grobe, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license 

https://infogalactic.com/info/Neoproterozoic
https://infogalactic.com/info/Neoproterozoic
https://infogalactic.com/info/Tonian
https://infogalactic.com/info/Cryogenian
https://infogalactic.com/info/Ediacaran
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rodinia_reconstruction.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Public_domain
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/rodinia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boring_Billion
https://infogalactic.com/info/Stromatolite
https://infogalactic.com/info/Acritarch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otavia
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wilson-cycle_hg.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Hgrobe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en


 

The accretion of Rodinia during the Grenville Orogeny and the almost immediate creation of 

tectonic rifts that eventually broke up the supercontinent are an example of the Wilson Cycle in 

plate tectonics.  Proposed by the late J. Tuzo Wilson, sometimes called the founder of plate 

tectonics, the Wilson Cycle refers to the accretion of supercontinents followed by their inevitable 

breakup.  It's an interesting observation on the action of plate tectonics over time.  The YouTube 

channel, The History of the Earth, has a good discussion on supercontinents in A Tour of Earth's 

Ancient Supercontinents 

Cryogenian Period 

 
Figure 4 - Snowball Earth 

Credit: たけまる, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license 

 

Also called "Snowball Earth", the Cryogenian Period lasted from 720 Mya to 635 Mya and was 

marked by two planetary wide glaciations: the Sturtian and Marinoan.  Also, the tectonic rifts 

that formed previously during the Tonian Period continued to widen, furthering the breakup of 

Rodinia. 

The severe cold climate of the two glaciations during the Cryogenian Period forced evolution of 

organisms. The fossil record suggest that the following new kinds of organisms appeared during 

the Cryogenic:  

 Fossils of testate amoeba (or Arcellinida);  

 The oldest fossils of definitive sponges (and therefore animals); 

 Red algae,  green algae, stramenopiles, ciliates, dinoflagellates; and 

 Heterotrophic plankton, which feed on unicellular algae and prokaryotes. 

https://infogalactic.com/info/Grenville_orogeny
http://knowmoreaboutgeology.weebly.com/rifts.html
https://geo.libretexts.org/Courses/California_State_University_Los_Angeles/Book%3A_An_Introduction_to_Geology_(Johnson_Affolter_Inkenbrandt_and_Mosher)/03%3A_Plate_Tectonics/3.06%3A_The_Wilson_Cycle
https://infogalactic.com/info/John_Tuzo_Wilson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpoplYQhoFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpoplYQhoFs
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Snowball.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:%E3%81%9F%E3%81%91%E3%81%BE%E3%82%8B&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://infogalactic.com/info/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sturtian_glaciation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marinoan_glaciation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcellinida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sponges
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_algae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_algae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stramenopile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciliate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinoflagellate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zooplankton


There is a good video discussing the Snowball Earth hypothesis on Naked Science YouTube 

channel at Catastrophe - Episode 2 - Snowball Earth. 

Ediacaran Period 

 
Figure 5 - The World at the Ediacaran-Cambrian Boundary 

Credit: Jan Palonka, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license 

 

Lasting from 635 Mya to 542 Mya, the Ediacaran Period marks the beginning of widespread 

complex life, i.e. multicellular organisms with tissues.  While the fossil record from this period is 

sparse, among the fossils in the Ediacaran biota are creatures that resemble segmented worms, 

fronds, disks, or immobile bags such as Arkarua,  Charnia,  Dickinsonia,  Ediacaria,  Marywadea,  

Onega, Pteridinium, and Yorgia.  The fossils from the Ediacaran Period do not seem to have a 

direct connection to those that are found in the following Cambrian Period, but further research 

may uncover the ancestors of the creatures of the Cambrian in the Ediacaran. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Artist's Impression of Ediacaran Biota 

Credit: Ryan Somma, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic license 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOLbE8frMrM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ediacaran-Cambrian_boundary_plate_tectonics.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://infogalactic.com/info/Multicellular_organism
https://infogalactic.com/info/Arkarua
https://infogalactic.com/info/Charnia
https://infogalactic.com/info/Dickinsonia
https://infogalactic.com/info/Ediacaria
https://infogalactic.com/info/Marywadea
https://infogalactic.com/info/Onega_(fossil)
https://infogalactic.com/info/Pteridinium
https://infogalactic.com/info/Yorgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Life_in_the_Ediacaran_sea.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/people/14405058@N08
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en


Other events during the Ediacaran Period include the Baykonur and Gaskiers glaciations as well 

as the continued division of Rodinia along the tectonic rifts. 

There is a good lecture on the Ediacaran Period on the Royal Tyrell Museum YouTube channel at 

The Ediacaran Period: Glimpses of the Earth's Earliest Animals. 

Winding Up the Proterozoic 

Lasting almost 2 billion years (2,500 Mya- 542 Mya), the Proterozoic was a long time, almost half  

(4/9ths) of the total age of the Earth.  So, three short weblog postings can hardly do it justice 

and I may return to aspects of it in the future.  For now, here are a few short thoughts on the 

Proterozoic as a whole:  

The Proterozoic Eon is incredibly important.  It was during this time that the Precambrian 

continental cores were put together by tectonic forces.  More importantly, it was during this 

long stretch of time that life evolved from single celled creatures to multicellular organisms.  

Who we are today is the result of what happened then. 

Standard Caveat  

The purpose of my weblog postings is to spark people's curiosity in geology.  Don't entirely 

believe me until you've done your own research and checked the evidence.  If I have sparked 

your curiosity in the subject of this posting, follow up with some of the links provided here.  If 

you want to, go out into the field and examine some rocks on your own with the help of a good 

field guide.  Follow the evidence and make up your own mind. 

In science, the only authority is the evidence. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baykonurian_glaciation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaskiers_glaciation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKP3Hzy7F9g

